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As part of a longitudinal case study of a bilingual child,this paper exarrlines the attrition of the subiect's Engiish

language pr°fiCienCy° Ver ia peri° d °f fOur yearS and t｀″O nnOnthS after he n10Ved from an English‐ speaking to a
JapaneSe~Speaking COrrlmunity atthe age of 7 years and 2 rnonths. 1‐ he study investigates how rnuch and how fast
language att"ti° n °CCurS, and at 、A′hat linguistic levels(phonOlogy, morphology, lexicon and syntax)and in what
iinguistic skilis(reCeptiVe Skills andメor productive skilis)language attrition occurs. ~「 he effects Of fOur shOrt trips to the
U・ S・ On the SubleCt'S Ianguage attrition were alsO exam ined. The study further focuses on whether it is possible t。

pr° Ve either° f tW° the° rieS C° nCerning language attritiOni C力 οSS―″ηθι″S″Ce“eCrS and the´ er″θνaノ ね′′ι′Лe r力 eοry
Data were co‖ ected through audio recordings Of spontaneous speech,story―

recalling tasks and pronunciation tests.
The PeabOdy PiCture VOCabulary TeSt and STEP(E′

kθη)were used to cO‖ ect further data.
AS a reSult,the fO‖ 。Wing fiVe pOintS beCame Clear:(1)The sublectis L2 attrition began cOmparatiVely late,at 10‐

1l m° nthS a■ er the Change in hiS linguiStiC enVirOnment.(2)The suaecrs language atntion was mog recognizable

in hiS Speaking skilis. Att‖ tion in listening skills and productive phonology was less pronounced. Significant change

WaS preSent in the f° ‖°Wing three SyntaCtiCal areaS: anSWe.ng negatiVe queStiOnS,OmiSSiOn of SentenCe SutteCtS

and uSe Ofthe dO+NP constru(■ iOn (3)These three syntactical changes were due in part to simplificatiOn or
JapaneSe influence on EngliSh.  in Otherヽ ″Ordsi Ll transfer was Observed in his L2 attrition process  Thus, the
reSultS° f thiS Study SuppOrtthe theOlγ

 Of CrOSS‐ linguiStiC effeCts.(4)The suqed in the cOurse ofthis study regained
Or relearned SOme Of his English skilis during and irnmediately after trips to the U.S. The findings of this study

partia‖ y Support the retrieVal failure theC)ry.〔 3oth cornpetence restructuring and lperfornnance failure、 ″ere recOgnized
in SpeCifiC areaS.(5)The findings suggestthe suuect was also able to acquire new Engnsh ski‖

sa■er his ianguage
at‖tion had started. in terms Of productive phon。logy, hovvever, his neぃノly acquired prOficiency proved difficult to
retain. lt is also suggested that increased age plays a role in acquiring vOcabulary and pronunciation or correcting

grammatical errOrs using metalinguistic knowiedge.

第二言語 の言 語 喪 失研究 一 日・ 英 語 のパ イ リンガル児 童 の ケ ース・ ス タデ ィ
平井清子、北里大学

本研究は、誕生から7年2ヶ 月間、米国で日英二言語同時習得していた児童を、日本に移住 (帰国)後 4年 2ヶ 月
間 (7:02～ 11:04)調 査し、英語力の喪失の推移を、言語運用能力面 (聞 く、読む、話す、書く)と 言語面 (音韻、
形態素、語彙、文法)において考察したものである。また、帰国後、4回 の米国短期滞在が言語喪失に与えた影響も
調査した。更に、言語喪失研究の中でも、重要な研究課題となつている言語間干渉 (CЮ SS‐‖nguiStiC ereCtS)説 と想起
不能論  (retrievai fa‖ uЮ theOry)についても検証した。 研究方法として、①英語の「自然会話」(SpontaneOuS
SpeeCh)② 「語り」(stoⅣ―recaning tasks)の 英語分析、口ごもり現象 (hesitation phenOmena)と ターゲット・ライ
ク・ユーセージ・フォーミュラ (Taりettike usage formula )に よる測定 ③ 語彙テスト (PeabOdy Picture
VoCabulary TeSt)、 英語発音テスト,英検リスニング問題を用い、これらのデータを定期的に収集し、統合的に分析
したものである。
その結果、以下の5点が明らかになった。 (1)被験者の言語喪失は比較的遅く、帰国後約10‐ 1lヶ月頃から始ま

り、後退喪失の速度も緩やかであった。(2)言語喪失は、リスニングと発音にはほとんど認められず、スピーキング
に認められた。文法面においては、特に次の3つが見られた。① 否定疑間文 ② 主語の省略 ③ do+NP(3)3
つの文法面の変化に、日本語から英語への言語転移 (language tranSfer)が認められ、言語間干渉説が支持できた。
(4)米国短期滞在後、英語のデータに回復が認められ、想起不能論が部分的に支持できた。以上により、言語 (知
識)の再編成 (COmpetenCe reStruCturing)と 言語パフォーマンス不能 (perormance fa‖ ure)の 両方が、部分的に支
持できた。(5)3度目の米国短期滞在後に発音 (produc,ve phOnO10gy)に おいて習得が認められたものの、その後、
短期間に、喪失、回復を繰り返し、定着しなかった。被験者の成長に伴う、身体的、知的成長や、メタ言語能力によ
る学習も、被験者の言語の回復、習得に関与していると思われる。

INTRODUCTION

It is an unfortunate facl that, just as we can learn languages, we can also forget them. There are two
types ol people who are likely to forget a language they have learned. one is students who have studied
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a second 6r a loreign language tor an extended period and then discontinued such learning. Beturnee

children who have lived in a ditferent language environment and acquired their second language over a

cedain period, then returned to their home country and no longer use their second language also belong

in this category. The other type of people who may lorget a language is those who move to a place

where the people do not speak their language. When newcomers have little or no contact with others

who speak the language of their homeland, they may forget their old language as they learn the language

of their new home. ln fact, both groups complain that they easily lorget the language they once knew so

well. Of these two related problems, lhe former is called second language attrition (L2 attrition), and the

latter, first language attrition (L1 attrition). Bolh are common and natural occurrences among people who

use multiPle languages.

This paper will deal with the problems involved in the investigation of second language attrition. The

current study is part of a longitudinal case study of a Japanese-English bilingual child, Yuta, who was

exposed to both English and Japanese in a natural setting from birth in the U.S. When he was 7;2 (7

years and 2 months old), Yuta and his family moved lrom the U.S. to Japan. The present paper

examines his loss of proliciency in English after this move to Japan.

The study attempts to objectively investigate this subject's Engllsh language attrition between the

,agesof 7;2and11;4,overaperiodof fouryearsand twomonthsafterhe moved fromtheEnglish-speaking

community where he had acquired both languages simultaneously to a community in Japan where

Japanese is dominant. Specifically, this study investigates at what Iinguistic levels (phonology, morphology,

lglicon and syntax) and in what linguistic skills (receptive andior produclive skills) language attrition

,occurs. Further, i1 focuses on whether it is possible to prove either of two theories that have been put

Jqrth in the body ol attrition research. The first theory, called "cross-linguistic effects" by Sharwood Smith,

jncludes the influence ol the other main language(s) (LO) involved and the role of LO transler. The

second, a theory discussed by Cohen (1989) and Yukawa (1997a), called "retrieval failure theory," covers

atlrition which is due not to competence restructuring but to performance failure during a subject's

language attrition process.

, Whereas previous studies have lor the most part focused on subjects almost completely removed

Irom either the L'l or L2 language environment, the subject of this study is an example of an increasingly

more common type of ioreign language learner: one who returns to the L2 environment at regular

intervals. During the observation period, Yuta and his family made a total of four shorl trips to the United

States. Moreover, because the observation period was relativety long (four years and two months) the

subjecl experienced both physical and intellectual development during this period. Yuta was seven years

and two months when his lamily returned to Japan, which would make him a 'younger' subject (5 - 8
years) according to Olshtain's classification (1986). However, the fact thal Yuta was nearing Olshlain's

cut-ofl age for this grouping means that the study was carried out at what may have been a very critical

period. ln addition, this is a longitudinal case study which collected various types ol dala to investigale

the language attrition process; it may yield new information about linguistic behavior over time.
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LITEHATURE BEVIEW

Although in the past there was a lack of agreement on the terminology and definitions used in

language loss research, there now seems to be general agreement that language attrition can be defined
as the gradual forgetting of a language by individual attriters - persons who are experiencing attrition
(Hansen,2001 )' ln an older study, in which Andersen (1982, p.84) used the term "language loss,,

instead of "language attrition", it was described as the loss of competence or proficiency in a particular
language in an individual.

The study ol language attrition is an expanding discipline which has been used systematically in

bilingual research lor approximalely three decades. lnvestigation of language attrition phenomena deals
with not only what is being lost, but also how the loss happens and why it happens. Although these seem
to be easy questions, they are in fact difficult to answer (Hansen, i999). To date, language attrition
studies show that receptive skills and productive phonology tend to be retained, while all orher areas,
including productive skills, metalinguistic judgments and language processing, show attrition over time
(Yukawa' 1998). Several variable factors which lnfluence the speed, quality and quantity of language
attrition have been found in recent language attrition research: age (Cohen,19g9; Olshtain,1986 and
1989;Yukawa,1998;Yoshida and Arai,1990), pre-attrition proficiencylevel (Fleetz-Kurashige, 1999;yukawa,
1998; Bahrick' 1984), literacy skills (Olshtain,1986; Cohen,19B9; Reetz-Kurashige, 1999), the tearner,s
personality (Bierling, 1990; cited in Yukawa,1997b; Yoshitomi, i994), and attitude and motivation
(Yoshitomi,1999; Gardner, Lalonde, Moorcraft and Evers,1987). ln particular, many studies agree that
the younger the subject, the quicker the loss, in terms of both the starting point and the pace of language
attrition (Olshtain, 1986 and 1989; Cohen, 19Bg; Yukawa,i998). Yukawa (1998) reported that her
younger subject, who was three years old, lost her ability to produce sentences in Japanese (Ll) within
two to three monlhs after she had moved to Sweden. Olshtain's (1986) study reached the conclusion that
the younger group's (ages 5 - 8) L2 deteriorated to a greater degree and more quickly than the older
group's (ages 10 - 14).,

Much of the recenl research in this lield has attempted to reveal the attrition mechanism, with
empirical data used to suggest some important hypotheses and theories with which to construct a
theoretical lramework for language attrition studies. The retrieval faiture theory of language attrition is
based on the idea that forgotten information is not permanently inaccessible, but has merely become
misplaced: "if only we had the right retrieval cue, the information we seek could be successfully retrieved,,
(Loftus and Loftus, 1976, as cited in Hansen, 1999, p. 10). Cohen (i989) and yukawa (1997a) refer to
the retrieval lailure theory as a possible explanation for their subjecls' inability to .produce the attriting
language in the latter part of the attrition period" (Yukawa, 19g7b, p. 40). ln Cohen's study, one of the
subjects could readily identify words in an oral comprehensive task that he could not produce when telling
stories during lhe previous story-telling task. This suggests that these words were not lorgotten, but
rather, that memory links were impeded by other material which prevented the production of the desired
words from one story-telling session to the next. Yukawa ('1998) concludes that inhibition ol processing
for production was the main cause of the attrition phenomenon in her studies. She takes the position that
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in lhe absence of constant exposure, young children in particular sutfer lrom processing failure which

makes it ditficult for them to produce a language they were once proficient in even though their knowledge

of it appears to remain intact. Her assertion is called the "processing failure hypothesis".

On the other hand, the theory ol competence restructuring suggests that linguistic knowledge itself is

reslructured during the attrition process and therefore is no longer accessible. Sharwood Smith (1983a)

argues that there are cases in which linguistic knowledge itself is reslructured (referred lo as competence

change), in addition to subjects whose acquired knowledge remains intact but becomes inaccessible

(perfornance faiture). Seliger (1996) also refers to these two types of cases, stating that, "(s)ome

aspects ol primary language attrition may be relegated to levels of language performance, whereas

others may indicate that competence or abstract levels of language knowledge are atfecled" (p. 606).

Two possible causes of competence change during the attrition process have been suggested:

intra-tinguistic driving forces and interlinguistic driving forces. The theory that language attrition is

caused by the former is supported by Vago (1991) and Kautfman and Aronofl (1991), and states that the

changes are induced internally according to the principles of rule simplification, rule reordering, rule loss,

and lexical restructuring in the attriting language (LA) without outside influence.

ln conlrast, the theory of inter-linguistic driving lorces, supported by Sharwood Smith and van Buren

(i99'l) and Seliger (1989, 1991), argues that the attriting language can be affected by the replacing

language during the attrition process, and that the changes are due to the influence ofthe other language.

lnluence lrom the replacing language during language attrition can be viewed as resource activity that

reslructures a linguistic system in transition. ln Berman and Olshtain's (1983) pioneering study of Ll

(Hebrew) transfer in L2 (English) attrition, the areas ol language exhibiting the most marked attrition

included structural propedies in which the attriting language was significantly dillerent trom the dominant

language.

' ln his research on L2 attrition, Sharwood Smith (1983a, 1983b) discusses the LO (other main

language[s]) influence, which he lerms "cross-linguistic effects". He otfers anecdotal and empirical

evidence to show the theory to be relevant to the lield. Sharwood Smith cites the works ol van Vlerken

(1980) and Redeke (1979) and argues that language transfer is a fundamental lactor in language loss

and is manifested in psycholinguistically complex and interesting ways. ln another study (1989), he notes

that "it may simply be more convenient lor the bilingud using both languages to create more proximity in

order to.be able to use the same or similar processing control mechanisms for both languages" (p. 196).

Studies by Olshtain (1989), Altenberg (1991) and Major (1993) support the theory of cross-linguistic

effects, asserting that the evidence of LO inlluence in language attrition is undeniable.

Other possibilitles that have been examined in second language attrition research include the

regression hypothesis and the threshold hypothesis. The regression hypothesis - the most widely used

theory lor describing the nature ol the attrition process - suggests that the path of language loss is the

ieverse of lhat seen during language acquisition (as stated by Jakobson , 1941; 1968 English translation).

Thus, at ihe inter-linguistic skills level, receptive skills precede productive skills in acquisition, and the

opposite is true in attrition. Nevertheless, as the hypothesis has been applied to only a limited number ol
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specific syntactic structures, it is difficult to supporl at the intra-linguistic level (morphology, syntax
lexicon).

ln contrast to the regression hypothesis, Neisser ('1g84) suggests that,,some response strengths
reach a critical threshold during learning; beyond that threshold they become immune to interlerence or
decay" (p' 33)' lt is difficult to determine the level of lhis "critical threshold',, but it is generally agreed tha
this theory is important to the study of language attrition, and a significant amount of research supports
this hypothesis (e.9., de Bot and Ctyne, 1989;yukawa, 1998).

Among all the relevant theories, Sharwood Smiths'hypothesis of cross-linguistic effects is one of the
most interesting when applied to language acquisition studies in early childhood. Garcia (1g83) indicated
that one of the most compelling, controversial and imporlant issues related to early childhood bilingualism
is the interactive influence of acquiring two languages across receptive and expressive domains, which he
defines as language transfer. Similarly, in the field of language attrition in children, cross-linguistic effects
is a fascinating area of study.

To date, most attrition studies on sma, chirdren (orshtain, i9g6 [12 months]; cohen, 1gB9 tg
months]; Yoshitomi' 1994 [12 months]; Kaufman and Aronoff, 1991 [24 months]) have not provided
reports of longer terms ot aflrition. Most long-term studies are inevitably limited to adults. only a few
studies (Grendel, '1993; weltens, van Els, and Schils, 1g86; Tomiyama, 1998) range over more than iour
years' These few longitudinal studies, which collecled a varied range of data to examine an individual,s
linguistic behavior, have shown that this sort of research is necessary in investigating the attrition process.

RESTABCH QUESTIONS

The present study was designed to build on previous research in the field of language attrition,
providing a longitudinal study investigating a number of aspects of second language attrition and
examining the results to see if they offer evidence of cross-linguistic etfects and/or retrieval failure.
Specilically, the study addressed the following four research questions:
1. During the research period, how rnuch and how fast did ranguage attrition occur?

- When did the subject's language attrition become apparent?

- What lactors influenced his language attrition?

2' During the research period, at what linguistic levels (phonology, morphology, lexicon and/or synlax)
and in which linguistic skills (receptive skiils and/or productive skills) did language attrilion occur?

3' During the attrilion period, was there any evidence to support the theory of cross linguistic effects?
4' During the research period, was there any evidence to support the retrieval failure theory?

STUDY

SubieCt

1‐he SubieCt OfthiS Study is the present researcheris son,a Japanese boy narned、 ′uta who acquired
Engiish and Japanese simultaneousiy frOm infancy.  ・

The deve10pnlent Of his two languages, and in

particuiar,language alritiOn evident after changes in his linguistic envirOnment,have been the fOcus of a
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longitudinal case study. For lhe present paper, the subiect was observed during his second to lilth grade

years in Jgpanese elementary school, a period oi lour years and two months lollowing his family's move

lrom the United States to Japan. During this observation period, Yuta had an outgoing personality, liked

to talk to both children and adults, and was both mentally and physically healthy and without any history

ol hospitalization or serious illness.

The subject was born and raised in the U.S. in a home where Japanese was the primary language.

His parents both graduated from colleges in Japan and received graduate degrees in the U.S. Yuta was

exposed to Japanese and English from birth to seven years and two months, when his family moved from

the U.S. to Japan. For the lirst five years ol his life, he had no siblings to affect his language acquisition.

He now lives in Tokyo with his parents and a younger sister.

Prior to the period of observation lor the current study, the subject's exposure to his two languages

outside ol the larnily was as lollows. When Yuta was 1;8, an English-speaking babysitter began to care

for him two afternoons a week, At the same time, he started to go to pre-nursery school two mornings a

week. At age three, Yuta was enrolled in a small private nursery with a low leacher-student ratio. He was

the only Japanese child in this nursery school. About the same time, he also began taking a Kumon class

lor Japanese and math once a week. Subsequently, Yuta was enrolled in a local public elementary

school. Both in kindergarten and the first grade, Yuta was the only Japanese child in his class. When he

was five, Yuta began attending a Japanese weekend school every Saturday and also started taking an

advanced reading and writing class for native English-speaking students once a week. While living in the

U.S., Yuta had many more American friends than Japanese friends. During the family's residence in

America, they visited Japan and stayed at Yuta's grandparents' house on four occasions: when Yuta was

ten months old, two years old (2;'l 1), four years old (4;8), anO six years old (6;5). They stayed in Japan

' for one month during each visit.

Betore the family moved to Japan when Yuta was seven, he was described as a talkative child in

both languages. Furthermore, he seemed to possess a normal amount of self-confidence in and positive

leelings for both languages. lnterviews with his teachers suggested that Yuta had almost the same

proticiency in listening, speaking, reading and writing both languages as monolingual children around his

age. The appraisal of Yuta's English ability was made by the classroom teacher of his local elementary

school and his advanced reading class teacher during interviews with the researcher, while the appraisal

of his Japanese ability was made during interviews with the classroom teacher ol his Japanese weekend

school and his Kumon teacher for Japanese studies. His proliciency in both languages was also suggested

by his behavior. For example, he enjoyed watching movies and appreciated stories in both languages.

When the lamily moved to Japan, Yuta began attending a local elementary school, where he was

placed

study.

absent

in a regular second-grade class. He attended this school throughoul the period of the present

On the whole, he has been happy in his new school environment. He enjoys school and has been

only a few days because of sickness.
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TABLE 1: Yuta's Language Environment in Japan (Ages 7;2 - g;0, B;4 - j 1;4)

Conversation Pa'rtners/
Language Environment

Language Estimated Average Exposure

Age 7,2‐ 8;3 8:4‐ 11,4 7;2‐ 8;3 8;4‐ 1 1;4

Caregivers

Mother

Father

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

5 hrs.ノ day

6 hrs.ノ rnonth

15 hrs.A″ eek

l hrノmonth

4 hrs./day

4 hrs./month

10 hrs.Aveek

30 mins./month

VisitorsrVisits

Most visitors and visits

Some visitors and visits

Peers outside school

Japanese

English

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

Japanese

English

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

2 hrs./week

t hr.iweek

'l hr./day

t hr./week

4 hrs./week

30 mins./week

t hr./day

2 - 3 hrs./month

Group Situations

Local school

Heturnees class

Semi-private class

Japanese

English

English

Japanese

English

English

30 hrs.Aveek

2 hrs.Aveek

45 mins./week

30 hrs./week

'1.5 hrs./week
(private lesson)

45 mins./week

Media and Other Sources

TV

Shops and services

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

Japanese

Japanese
(mostly)
English
(sometimes)

Japanese

l hr./day

l‐2 hrs./week

2 hrs./、veek

t hr./day

2-3 hrs./month

1.5 hrs./week

ln Japan, Yuta has a Silingual friend who has an American morher and a Japanese father. yuta got
together with him about once every other week for the lirst two years alter the family's move to Japan and

once a month lor the following two years. They spoke English while they played. yuta also took two to
three English lessons a week lor the first year after moving to Japan. One lesson stressed reading and
writing skills; the others stressed conversational skills. Two of these lessons were privale or semi-private,
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and the other was a group lesson. During his second, third and lourth years in Japan, he took two

English lessons per week: one privale, which stressed reading and writing skills, and the other semi-private,

stressing convers'ational skills. Since moving to Japan, Yuta has returned to his hometown in America {or

four visits. These occurred 5 months, 24 months, 29 months and 4'1 months after the family's move to

Japan.

Yuta's language environment during the period ol observation in Japan is summarized in Table 1,

which is based on De Houwer's model (1990).

Methodology

During this study,the subied was obse,ved over a period offour years and two rionths,from ages

7:21o ll;4. :le was observed in the fo:lowing three types of situations:

(1) !=ngaging in spontaneous speech in a natural l三 nglish ianguage setting with an [三 ngiish‐speaking

f‖ end Or an adult native speaker.

(2) IPrOduCing e:iCited SpeeCh in Elngiish, including reca‖ ing a story he had read and surnmaHzing a

rnOvie he had、 へ′atched in Engiish.(An aduit native speakerread b00ks and asked Yuta to recal!the

stOries and answer questions about them,and Yutaヽ A′atChed mOVieS and WaS aSked tO SurnrnariZe

them and answer questions aboutthem).Data co‖ ected before and after the subiect's shon trips to

the lJ.S.were selected lo be anaiyzed in the fo‖ owing three、 ″ays.

(a)MeaS堕 !ョ
g heSIatiOn Ph望10mena.(Data∞ !lected at eight,nine and e!even months a■ er the

fam‖ yis return to Japan Were also analyzed in this way.) 丁he fo‖ owing phenomena were

measured: ① Rate of speech(ROS)=number of words per minute,②  Pause count=the

numbeド of s‖ ent pauses(SP)and fi‖ ed pauses(FP),③  Repetition count=the number oftimes

the subied repeated himSer,and ④ Seif repair count=the number of times the subieCt

corrected his own wording.

(b) Employing the TL -Like Usage) formula. First, each of the subject's verb phrases wereU

analyzed as a unit, classilying them into nine types: present tense, regular past lense, irregular

past tense, present progressive, past progressive, negative, passive voice, infinitive and past

participle. Next, the TLU formula, which measures how accurately morphemes are used, was

applied to these verb phrases. ln this formula, the total number of accurate usages is calculated

as a percentage of the total number of verb phrases used, as follows:

Number of Correctlv Supplied Morohemes/Forms in Obiiqatorv Context = SOC

Number ot Morphemes Supplied in Obligatory Conte)ds + Number Supplied in Non-obligatory Contexts = OC + SNOC

(c)Administering Cohen's oral recognllon test.Cohen (1989), developed this test to see if his

subjects could still understand words which they no longer used. He selected lexical items which

lrequently appeared in earlier data but which did not appear at all during a later stage ol the

observation period, and gave his subjects these words to test their oral recognition of them.
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(3) Taking the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, pronunciation tests and the Society lor Testing English

Proficiency (STEP, or Eiken) Srd Grade test. These tesls were used lo obtain standardized (objective)

measures of Yula's English proficiency. Table 2 shows all of the English sounds tested in the

pronunciation tests used in this study. ln every test, Yuta was asked to pronounce the words shown

in the table and his pronunciation of them was checked by a native speaker of English with an M.A.

degree in English.

TABLE 2: Sounds and Words Used in Pronunciation Test

[i:]

[ i ]

[C]

["]

[ a]

〔0:]

[ll]

[u:]

[A]

[0]

[ei]

[ai]

[Э i l

[au l

[Ou]

[i・ Or]

east sheep sea [ε Or]air hair chair

ink big give Iuar] your poor sure

1 tf 1 chair teacher watch

I dsl jump _joy jeans

have heart hat

nlan surnmer hollle

ユame mattner pe里

kiユg thing lon塁

love lcad play

lead light PIay

yes year young

Vヽe s、、′ect vl,lnter

teaChg sugl mirr堅

six box clc)cks

l呈iCk nlCCn 旦里iZ

9墾i p21:kd堅 21

a111l dark hard

£nd Pln head        ip]

PPle mp blCk   [b]
響 Sh2tり    [t]
」1 1lW血型ght  [d]
唖 kl蝉 電 k [k]
tヽV9n00n SCh921     [g]

nut Shttt lnCle mOther[f]

郎ree bll100n    [V]
eittt Ctte d笠    [0]
Ⅲ llた b里    [さ ]

り ttt Sp⊆1   [S]
hOuSe CO=m望 lSe   [Z]

」d Fttd bl望坐   [∫ ]

璽 ntt h壁    [3]

haIPy Can2en   lh]

"d hahy Clul  [m]tea butter meat  [n]

btt r∞三ing」ay  IB]
基ey S∝ ler曇盛  [1]
rt En」ish bag  [r]

fne fifteen leaf  [j]
10Ve XeW fiVe   [W]

Ыttay btt nttng[Or]

豊en C10ttng Sm00th[kS]

Sink mCk leSSOn     [k｀ W]

ζn breeze C10ュ ing[Э :r]

塾ip_Sね n̈ fi並   [a:r]
u,u」ly pleatture Viゴ On

The spontaneous English conversation data was recorded on audio cassettes once a week for about

30 minutes on Friday afternoons during the subject's private English lessons, or during play with his

native English'speaking friend. A total of about 86 hours of this type ol data was collected during the

SO-month observation period. The story-telling tasks were recorded approximately once every four

months lor about 30 minutes. The total recording time for this type ol data was about 5.5 hours. For

these two types ol observation, some ol the scheduled sessions were missed due to the subject's illness

or conversation padners' absence. The proliciency tests were performed approximately every three

months lor the lirst year and at four-month intervals lor the next three years.

ln order to evaluate the differences between the subject's acquisition of two languages and standard

acquisition of a single language, comparisons were made between Yuta's language use and that ol
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English monolingual subjects ol the same age. A total ol ten monolingual children between the ages ol

seven and ten padicipated in this study. These children were friends of Yuta's. With the permission ot

their parents, lheir spontaneous speech during play sessions was recorded without their knowledge.

It was also necessary to collect Yula's Japanese utterances to investigate whether changes in his

English language use was due to a linguistic pattern or a developmental pattern. Flecordings of over 60

minutes in duration were made once every three months for the first year and at four-month intervals for

the following three years. The total recording time of his spontaneous Japanese speech was about 10. 5

hours.

All of the data were audiotaped by the present researcher using a portable cassette recorder. As the

subject is the researcher's son, the researcher was able to attend or observe conversations in all

situations withoul hindering data collection in a natural setting.

All of the audiotapes were transcribed. A native speaker oi English with an M.A. degree in English

helped the researcher transcribe the data. Other informal data or findings within or apart from the three

types of situations described above were recorded in the researcher's journal.

The goal of this study was to objectively and accurately examine the process of language aftrition.

To try to exclude the kind ol bias inherent in a case study, the following measures were taken: the

researcher selecled subjects lor the control group carefully using established criteria, covertly recorded

the subjects' spontaneous speech, and tried lo maintain a consistent tone of voice while.-asking lhe

questions to elicit speech during the story-telling tasks and during the PPVT tests.

FESULTS

Attrition Periods

Throughout the observation period, there was no obvious change in Yuta's English listening

qomprehension as measured by the listening portion ol the STEP {Eiken) Srd Grade lest. As can be seen

in Table 3, which presents the results ol this lormal assessment, Yuta scored around 95% on most ol the

,!qq!s he took. Between the fifth and eighth tests, and again on the eleventh and twelfth tests, his score

{ipped slightly, but there did not appear to be any crucial long-term change in his English listening

proficiency.

ln contrast, significant change in Yuta's English speaking skills became evident approximately ten

m.rLpths after he left the U.S. The first sign of attrition in his productive English proficiency was increasing

dysfluency, as measured by pauses, sell corrections and repetitions in both spontaneous speech and

story-telling tasks. For example, in a recording made ten months after his return to Japan, we hear: "...
he got in, he got in, he got in the car...." Yuta's language attrition was also characterized by lexical and

syntactical difficulties, which resulted in frequent employment ol compensatory strategies, such as

paraphrasing, approximation, simplificalion and avoidance, as when he would say, "Never mind" or

'That's O.K."
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TABLE 3: STEP 3rd Grade Listening Test Results

Date l st Tirneカ 2nd Tirne☆ Average* Percentage

3/96 20/20 19/20 19.5ノ20 97.5%

2 6/96 19/20 19/20 19/20 95.096

\] 9/96 20/20 」9/20 19.5/20 97.596

4 12/96 20ノ20 18/20 19/20 95.0%

5 387 18/20 」7/20 17.5/20 87.5%

6 7t97 19/20 18/20 18.5/20 92.5%

7 1lЮ 7 17/20 19/20 13/20 90.0%

18/20 18/20 18/20 90.0%

7p8 20/20 18/20 19/20 95.0%

10 11/98 18/20 20ノ20 19/20 95.0%

'11 3€9 18ノ20 20/20 19/20 95.09′6

12 7t99 18/20 18ノ20 18/20 90.09′6

13 11ん9 18/20 19/20 18.5/20 92.5%

14 3/00 19/20 19/20 19/20 95.09も

* Number of Correct Answers / Number of euestions

ln addition, Yuta started to replace or explain English words he could nol remember. For example, ir
one recording, instead of using the verb ptant, he explained it: "dig a hole and put the seed in the ground.,
Moreover, his sentences became shorter and the amount of his speech in general decreased, as evidencec
by his frequent use of one-sentence utterances and one-word answers. Even so, yuta did nol resort tc
codeswitching-replacing forgotten words in the second language with those from the first-a phenomenon
often observed by other researchers in their subjects'ufierances during language attrition.

ln contrast to these problems in Yuta's English speech samples, no pauses, sell corrections,
repetitions or simplifications appeared in his spontaneous Japanese speech sampres.

Fluency

It is generally agreed in recent language attrition research that the first sign ol language attrition is
not the loss ol certain items, but rather an increase in the length of time needed lor their retrieval
(Hansen,2oo1, p' 63)' Attrition-related hesitation phenomena include silenl pauses, filled pauses (voiced
fillers such as uh, um, and weil, in Engrish), rower rates or speech, repetition, and serf repair.
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Since it was noticed that hesitation behavior gradually increased in Yuta's spontaneous speech

samples ten to eleven months after he left the U.S., it was decided to check the audiotapes made around

that time for these phenomena. Siory-telling tasks recorded eight, nine and eleven months after Yuta's

move lo Japan were selected for measurement of hesitation phenomena to determine the onset of

attrition. Measurements included the rate of speech (ROS), pauses, repetitions and self repairs. Since

the total number of words for each storytelling task was not the same, Tomiyama's (1999) system was

tollowed to generate a percentage figure for each hesitation phenomenon. The resulting figures indicate

how many seconds and how many times he paused and how many times he made repetitions or self

repairs for every 100 words he spoke. These figures are presented in Table 4.

Tみ酵鮭匿
`:夢

112onc〕 `on 31ory‐Te:ling Tasks Neal・ Ottset Of巨愉鬱:isL Attr,tio調

T:歯乖●巨lapseci S,:looと ea・ ′:詢 9

巨飾gI:sin‐ 3ヽpeal(1露 g饉第vi「o:1謗 1参 nt

8『.ヽ8o餞ths 9昴Vlo自 ths 哺1開 o日ζhe

興ate of SPa● cL

(｀
アぽOrdS per rninUte)

51.1 wpm 54.3 wpm 41 .7 wpm

PttuSeS(Silent atl」 F:1lC韻 )

Tけne in Seconds/1ヽ」じmber
TOtal∫ lヽurγlber ofい√ords
Peicent(Length/iヽ lurnber)

12.9/4.8

118

10.9°/c/419も

12/4.4
110
10.9%/4.09′ 6

25 /63
144
17.4%ノ 4.4%

1.6/118

149′6

1.6/110

1.596

4.7/144

3.3%

Sel:舞 epaitts

ilJumberffotai irJumber oi Words
r). -,,^^+

0月 18

0.096

0/110

0.0%
1.6/144

1.1%

費ゃ,こζ:ti多識3

卜::ご rnber′ Totalヽ lumber ofヽ
'Vords

Percent

As seen in Table 4, \'uta's rate of speech eleven months after his move was slolver than thal eigirt

c:'iiine months aflor he left the States. His pauses vr'ere nlore frequent and longer eteven months after

iitir rnove than they were al eight or nine months. l-le also nrade rnore repetitions at eleven months. ln
addilion, he made a seh'-iepaii eleven months after the move (replacing "lt doesn'i" with "lt wasn't"), but

neiihei' phrase v.ias correcJ in the context. These resuiis clearly indicate that Yuta's overali fluency

de.ieriorated ten to eleven months after he left ti-re U.S., confirming that his language attriiion starteci

around thal time.

Productive phonology

As explained above, Yuta was asked lo pronounce all the words in Table 2 in every test, and the:

data were checked by a native speaker of English with an li/.A. degree in English. At the time Yuta

moved lo Japan, he already had three English pronunciation problems. First, he pronounced words

endingwith"_er',as"uh',[,t/a]ratherthanaclearIar]. Second,hehadaproblempronouncinglhe[5]
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sound in "pleasure" and "usually": he produced a [dg] sound instead of a [3 ]. Third, he had a lisp; he

said the [0 ] sound,for the I s ] in "seven" and "soccer',.

During the course of the research period, the pronunciation tests showed that yuta retained these
three problems until July 1998. Then in the test performed in August of that year, shortly after his third
trip to the U.S., Yuta started to produce correct I a r ] and I E ] sounds. However, three months affer this,

from November to December 1998, Yuta again started to mispronounce the Ig ] sound, salng [dg]
instead. Another two to three months after this, around the time of the test performed in February 1999,

his problem pronouncing the Ia r ] sound also reappeared. However, in the test performed in June i999,
Yuta started to use the correcl I e r ] sound again. Then in the last test perlormed in March 2000, he used

correct Ie ] and [6] sounds, which meant that his lisp had disappeared. Although the I o ] sound does not

exist in Japanese, Yuta used it instead of an I s ] sound in both Japanese and English contexts until

March 2000. Except for these lhree problems, Yuta showed no signs of change in his English pronunciation

after moving to Japan. These results are summarized in Table 5.

TABLE 5: Productive Phonology (Evidence of rhree pronunciation problems)

38   Hirai: LOngitudinal L2 Atrition

① mOmer t:uh"[A/。 ]祀メaCeS final"er"[or](sist⊆ ,teach⊆,summer,ctc.)

② um」ly [d3]К plЖeS[3](pleattre,vislon)

③ Sea  lisP:"血 "[0]rep賦 es"s"IS](iCe,Fh∞ 1,swe軋 six,et)

Problem

Date Language Environment Problems Detected During Testing
10/95 Living in the States ①O③
3/96 Moving to Japan ①く)+③

3/97 ①《Э+③

3/98 ①く>③
3‐4/98 Second short stay in U.S. (2 weeks)

4Ю8 ①く)③

①O③7/98

8ノ98 Third short stay in U.S. (3 weeks)

8/98 ③ (‖sp only)

11/98 ②+③

2/99 ①メ0+③

6/99 ②+③

8/99 Fourth sho:十 stay in U.S.(3 weeks)

3/99 ②+③

10/99 ②+(Э

12/99 ②+③

3/00 ② (③ lisp disappeared)
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SYntax

General findings

ln the area of syntax, there were three symptoms of attrition in Yula's English: ditficulties in

answering negative questions in English properly, omission of sentence subjects, and use of do plus a

noun phrase as a substitute for certain verbs'

Judging from samples ol Yuta's sponlaneous speech, his English language attrition seemed to

continue lor 24 months alter the move to Japan until the lamily had a two-week stay in the U.S. After this

visit-yuta,s second following the move to Japan, but his first alier beginning to show signs of language

attrition-his English attrition seemed to slow down, and he actually seemed to regain his English ability in

some areas. The tamily visited the U.S. again 29 months after moving to Japan*this time, for three

weeks. After this visit, Yuta's third, his English attrition appeared to be partially eliminated. Yet he

seemed to begin to exhibit loss of English proficiency again three months after the third visit. Yuta's

fourth visit to the States took place 41 months after he moved to Japan and lasted three weeks. His loss

of English seemed to have been eliminated when he returned from the visit, but later it seemed to

resurface-this time only two months afler his slay in America.

To confirm these initial observations in his spontaneous speech samples, Yuta's syntax during these

apparent periods of language attrition and retrieval was examined. The observation period after Yuta's

initial 10 months in Japan was divided into five segments: from 10 to 24 months after the move (an

attrition period), 25 1o 32 months (a retrieval period), 33 to 41 months (attrition), 42 1o 43 months

(retrieval) and 44lo 48 months (attrition). The findings are reported below.

: Answering negative questions

, Although the system for answering positive questions is the same in Japanese and in English, the

.iystems lor answering negative questions in these two languages are quite different. ln response to a

question such as "Arent you coming?" in English, the speaker answers "yes" or "no" depending on his or

her,intention about the matter: "Yes, I'm coming" or "No, I'm not coming". ln Japanese, however, the

speaker answers "yes" or "no" to indicate agreement or disagreement with the literal meaning of the

quegtion; that is, the speaker answers, "Ns" if s/he intends to come, and "Yes" if s/he does not intend to

come. ln other words, in answering a negative question, Japanese hai (yes) means, "What you just said

is correct" and ile (no) means, "What you just said is incorrect." Thus, the systems lor answering negative

questions in these languages are exactly opposite (Akiyama, 1979, p.4BB). Forthis reason, Yuta's use

o1 'lyes" or "unou to show agreemenl or disagreement with the literal meaning ol a negative question in

English speech samples indicates lranslerence from Japanese to English.

I starled to analyze the syntax of Yuta's.spontaneous and elicited speech data ten months after our

move to Japan because I began to recognize language attrition around that period. However, I had

collected and analyzed data concerning negative questions lrom the same subject in one of my previous

studies (Hirai, 1999), which focused on language transfer rather than attrition. The period ol evaluation

lor that study was the eleven months lollowing our move to Japan, when Yuta was between 7;2 and 8;3.
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As the method ol data collection and analysis in that study was not the same as I have utilized in this

study, it is not app.ropriate to use the data from that study here, even though the time periods overlap.

Nonetheless, that previous study yielded a notable finding which is relevant to the present study: I found
that for the first five months after we moved to Japan, Yuta answered negative questions in English

correctly less and less often; however, after six months away from the U.S., this trend was reversed.

Yuta seemed to have acquired the rules for answering negative queslions in English between September
1996 and January 1997.

ln the current study, Yuta slarled to answer negative tag questions incorrecfly in his spontaneous

speech in English in June 1997*15 months after our move from the U.S. However, since the number of

samples of negative questions and negative tag questions in the spontaneous speech samples was

small, sarnples were elicited by asking negative and negative tag questions about stories and movies,

especially during the fifth segment of the observation period. The results of the analysis of yuta's

responses to negative questions and negative tag questions, as well as those of the English monolingual

control group, are presented in Table 6.

TABL饂 6: :ResPOrlses to『嗜eSative《Duestions in Spontaneous and巨 !icited Speech
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Yuta

T:「ne pertc靖 :

輔o:鷲 :筆s Atter ttetttrn to

f3pa爾 (鐸 0.Of λ膚。織thS:罐

TttiS PariO髪 )

lncorrect Corr,sct

発o9ative

Oじ estions
斧  %

鶴eCative Tag

Questiotts
n    3も

ideEatirre

tt 7"

腱egative Tag

Oυ est:ons

"    %
10-24(15) 0   096 6★ (3)6.6%(3.3%) 81  ‐1009′8 85(88)93.4%(967%)

25-32(3) 0 09′ 6 1(0)3.1%(0°を) 26 1009も 31(32)96.9%(100%)

33‐ 41(9) 0  096 3(1)6.4%(2月 %) 27 1009る 44(46)936%(97.9%)

42‐ 43(2) 0 0% 1(1)3.7%(3.7%) 15 ・100,も 26(26)963%(96.3%)

44‐ 48(5) 0  09る 1(」 )5.3%(5.3%) 16  10096 18(18)94.7%(94.7%)

-( 
) self-correclions

NatiVe Engi:Sh SubieCtS

Eoy A 0 0,も 0    09も 16 1009も 17     100%

Boy B 0 096 0    09` 13 1009も 18     100%

Boy C 0 096 0      09′ 6 20 100° 6 21     100%

Boy D 0 0° 6 0    09も 11  100% 9     100%
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. ln response to negative tag questions in English, Yuta answered correctly 93.4oh ol the time in the

first segment of the observation period, 96.9% ol the time in the second segment, 93.6% of the time in the

third segment, 96.3% ol the time in the lourth segment and 94.7o/o ol the time in the fifth segment.

Examples typical ol Yuta's incorrect responses to negative tag questions are presented below.

Example 1

Alice: "You don't like it, do You?"

Yula: "Yes, ldont like it."

Example 2

Peter: "You don't know the name, do you?"

Yuta: "No, I know."

ln contrast, Yuta answered negative English questions correctly 100% of the time in all segments of the

observation Period'

ln spontaneous Japanese speech, Yuta answered both negative and negative tag questions correctly

100% ol the time throughout the observation period. The English monolingual subjects also answered

both negative and negative tag questions correctly 100% of the time.

Sentence subiect omission

There is lairly general agreement that, in English, senlences are required to be syntactically complete,

with the exception of imperative sentences and some colloquial expressions, such as "Can't see" or

"Comingl" ln Japanese, on the other hand, there is no equivalent of the English '7f" used to replace an

omitted subject in expletive constructions, such as "lt's raining," or "lt's /un." ln Japanese, "lt's hot" is

said, "Atsui desu," not, " Sore wa [t] atsui desu". Thus, omission of the subject-especially /t or /t's-in the

English speech samples of a Japanese-Engllsh bilingual can be taken to indicate rule transference from

Japanese to English. Therefore, in the current study, sentence subject omission, especially ol /l and /15

was investigated in Yuta's spontaneous speech samples and story-telling tasks.

As a poinl of comparison, the subject's language proficiency in the pre-attrition stage should be

noted: Yuta did not omit llor /l's in any expressions be{ore he moved to Japan.

Analysis of Yuta's spontaneous speech and story-telling tasks during the five segments of the

observation period following the onset of his English language attrition revealed that Yuta correctly

retained /t and /l's as the subject in expletive constructions BB.7% ol the time during the first segment.

That is, he omitted /t or it's as the subject '1 1.3% of the time. For example, he said, "N4onday yesterday",

and flt's] "Raining". Yuta used such expressions not only in conversation but also in statements . During

the second segment of the observation period, Yuta omitted /l or /l's in this way 8.5% o{ the time, during

the third segment, he omitted them 9.8% oI the time, during the fourth segment,9.1% ol the time, and

during the fifth segment, 10.9% ol the time.

ln contrast, the English monolingual subjects were lound to omit /f and /tb as sentence subjects an
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average ol only 2'8o/o ol the time. For example, one of them said, [lt's] "Funny.', They produced this kin
of expression only in conversational situations.

These results are tabulated for easy reference in Table 7.

TABLE 7: Use of /t's4tas Sentence Subject

Use of dο +NP

ln Japanese, the verb suru [do] is otten added to a noun phrase to make nouns into verbs. ln the
current study, it was found that Yuta appeared to transfer this Japanese structure to English, using do as
an all-purpose verb (e.9., "drdfishing") instead of using verbs,specific to the object Np (e.g.,,,went
fishing"). For example, he would say, "l do this game lots of times" or ,'l did soccer with Doug.,, yuta had
not used unnatural expressions incorporating do in this way before he moved to Japan. His sponlaneous
speech samples and story-telling tasks were therefore examined for this construction.

During the first segment of the observation period after English attrition became apparent, yula used
do plus an NP as a substitute lor specific verbs 5.2% of the time, and used specitic verbs g4.B% of the
time' During the second segment, he used do plus an NP 4.4% of the time, during the third segment, he
used this construction 6.3% of the time, during the fourth segme nl, 4.7.h of the time, and during the fifth
segment, 5'9% of the time. The English monolingual subjects used do plus an Np an average of 1.9% of
lhe time. These results are presented in Table g.
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Yuta

Time Period:
Months After Return to
Japan (No. of Months in
This Period)

Omission

n o//o

Fletention

"
%

10 - 24 (15) 26 11.3% 204 BB.7%

25-32(8) ''l 
1 8.5% 118    91.596

33 - 41 (e) 12 9.8% 111     90.2%

42 - 43 (2) 9.1o/o2 20     90.99.6

44 - 48 (5) 7 10.9% 57     89.1° 6

Native English Subjects

Boy A 2 3.4% 57   96.6%

Giri A 1.9% 53     98.19′ 6

Boy C 2 3.2% 61 96.8%

Total 5 2.8o/o 171     97.296

1
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Japan (No. of Months in
This Period)

dO+NP

%

Specific Verbs

n o/o

45     5.29.6 819    94.89′6

25-32(8) 13    4.49も 282     95.69.6

33‐ 41(9) 23     6.396 345     93.796

42‐ 43(2) 3     4.79′ら 61    95.39.6

44‐ 48(5) 18      5.996 285    94.196

Native English Subjects

Boy A 2 1.9% 103     98.196

Boy B 3 2.4% 121     97.69`

Girl A 1 1.1% 92    98.9%

.=`t,■ ■

Total 6 1.996 316    98.196

Periods

dering the changes in Yuta's language use during the observation period, as he experienced

ared to be periods of language attrition alternating with periods when his English skills seemed

, findings in four areas warrant special attention. First, in all three areas of syntax under
|~.

ation (mistakes in answering negative questions, omission of sentence subjects, and misuse of

NP construction) instances ol incorrecl English usage declined during the second and the iourth

of the observation period compared to the first, third, and lifth segments. This suggests that

age attrition decreased shorlly after his second and fourth trips to the U.S.

second important group of findings was revealed through analysis of story-telling tasks in which

was asked to recall the plot of the movie "Forrest Gump". Yuta watched this video in English one

After that, he was asked to summarize the story on a number of occasions. I selected four samples

istory-tellingtaskfromtwodifferentphasesof theobservationperiod: Juty1998andAugust1998,

Were luSt befOre and after his third trip to the U.S.,and March 1999 and September 1999,which

to and following Yula's fourth trip to America.

, I examined Yuta's grammar during two of these sessions. As Table I indicates, in the

task performed in July 1998 (#1), Yuta used simple sentences, compound sentences and

nate conjunctions. ln contrast, in the retelling lask performed in August 1998 ( # 2), he used a wider
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TABLE 8: USe Ofご0+NP

Yuね

″

10-24(15)



Variety°fC° nStruCti° nS' inC:uding C° rnpieX SentenCeS and reiatiVe Clauses. Although he rnade sorne

miStakeS in Verb te.nSeS and artiCieS in the Second session,his accuracy was higherthan it was in the first

sess:on.

Table 9: Selections from yuta's Retellings of ,,Forrest Gump,,

The data from these story-telling tasks were further analyzed using the TLU (Target-Like Usage)
formula as set forth in Methods of Morpheme Quantification by pica (1g8g). Table 10 contains lhe results
of this analysis.
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July 1998  #1 ★
Forresl Gump,he cOu!dntt walk,★ ★

because■ is hOne was a little um_f‖ nnv
Ll皇 had machine shOes and he was、 ″alking.

AuguSt 1998 #2                                      ,and he couldn〕
t walk.

(Abridged)
2 #l And he gotintQ_1lQ schooi bus.

NobO」y_2ut him On the sOnt.

And one__⊆ ir:s」ld,tΩ」_90t a seat here‖ and he was_he■ ■iend forever.
#2 And he gOton_lhe bus=school bus.

NQbOd工⊇ul him sit.

::｀

:C≧Ll_1:≧ 2.::1__1:ユ i:t「1121::1:)‖

#l Then,hel″ as in high schoo!.The_th■
2Ω LΩMS had a car.one car.

And Forest Gump wasfasterthan a car.

And
旦Q型 1旦ユニ塑旦hq thrOuch ihoro.And the c∝ ≧ch was iookinc at him

#2 And in high sch00:,1量
2_上 1:`≧Q_1」0峰L_W≦≧ECL_1lIE][:,型 二

=二
!聖」L」些:≦≧」

=二`型

≦SL聟塁L:L■ 12(1
菫コL Then,he Was fasterthan a car.And thent te≦

F庄

=I憂
西亜正正三 He was running

very fast and everyOne was running.

An                                       Forrest Gump.
And he we口1lΩ the co‖ece_ He scOred_lots of 00als.

(Abridged)
3

(Abridged)
4 #1

B渡 (pointed tO the heari)and.塁」lbba_≦』ed at vietnam.
#2

(Abridged)
5 fi forrest Gump visiteO and he married with Jenny but she died on Saturday,That was sad.

#2
n and

he married with Jenny
And

Saturday,

' Single underline indicates rewording.t' D6uble underline.indicates occurrence in only one recall.

11.

went there but Bubba
BUbba died in Vietnarrl.

Jenny died



) first

30rne TABLE 10: TLU (Target-Like Usage) Analysis of Selected Story-Telling Tasks

Total Number of Verbs
Used Accurately (SOC)

Total Number of Verbs
Produced (OC + SNOC)

Target-Like Usage
(rLU)

July 1998 48 60 80.096

August 1998 101 117 86.3%

March 1999 B6 't19 72.396

1999 154 208 74.0%

-e!d
lning

As seen in Table 10, Yuta's TLU score on his story-telling task in July 1998 was 80.0%, in Augusl

1998, il was 86.3%, in March 1999,72.3%, and in September 1999, 74.0%. Thus, his TLU score in

August '1998 was higher than his score in July of that year, and his score in September 1999 was higher

than his score in March of that year-again suggesting that Yuta retrieved some of his English proficiency

during the periods following his third and foutlh trips to the States.

Two of these story-telling tasks were also examined for support for the retrieval failure theory. One

was the task perlormed in March 1999-seven months after his most recent trip to the U.S. The other was

the one performed in September 1999-immediately after his fourth trip. The lollowing factors were

selected lor measurement: 1) rate of speech, 2) pauses (silent and filled), 3) repetitions, and 4) selfJmp.

Several linguistic items displayed by Yuta after certain silent and filled pauses were also

As l-lansen (1999) pointed out, "ln the retrieval lailure view, a critical element in measuring

attrition is ... processing lime" (p. 10). I therefore focused especially on processing time in

hesitation phenomena in these story-telling tasks. The results of this analysis are presented in

seen in the table, the total length of pauses lor the story-telling task performed in September

over half of the pause time measured in March '1999. Also, the number ol repetitions Yuta
'day.

. and

lue.

in September 1999 is less than half of those made in March of that year. Here again we see

suggesting language retrieval after a visit to an Enqlish-speaking environment.

in the following two ways: "there is '-+ there was", and "comed -+ came" (twice). ln lvlarch,

time (B seconds), Yuta lailed to find the word he needed in one case ("the President")

he finally explained himseli, saying "l don't know, butsome_bsdy....." ln the September session

, however , Yuta correctly used the term "the President" without any hesitation at all. lt should be

that both "came" and "President" had been used previously by Yuta in his spontaneous speech
rage)

,sults
Thus, it appears thal he had trouble retrieving them in March 1999, bul was successfutly able to

do so in September of that year, immedialely after his lourth trip to the States.
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examining cases where Yuta corrected himself during story-telling tasks, I considered the number

instances as well as the nature of each repair. For example, in September 1999, he corrected

Date



TABLE 11: Fluency on Story-Telling Tasks Before and After Fourth visit to u.S.

Date March i99 September'99

Relationship to Fourth Visit Before Aier

Rate of Speech (Words per minute) 43.4 wpm 44.9 wpm

Pauses (Silent and Filled)
Time in Seconds / Number
Total Number of Words
Percent (Length / Number)

19.8ノ  6.2

138
14.39も /4.596

10.5/36
133
7.99る  /2.7,も

Repetitions
NumberiTotal Number of Words
Percent

1.5/138

1.1%

0.7/133
0.5%

Self Bepairs
Numberffotal Number of Words
Percent

0.2/138
0.196

0.4/133
0.3%

The third significant measure ol changes in Yuta's language abilities came irom the ppVT (peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test). Table 12 presents yuta's scores on this test.

TABLE 12: PPV丁 (The peabody Picture Vocabuiary Tesり Scores

* In years; months
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Date Time Since Return
to Japan (Months)

Flaw
Score

Chronological
Age (CA)"

,Age
Equivalent (AE)*

Difference
Between CA and AE*

1/98 22 104 9:0 7;10 -12

3/98 ShOrt Stay in the U.S.(2 weeks)

5/98 26 108 9;4 8:0 -1:4

7798 28 116 9;6 8:10 -0;8

8/98 ShOn Stayin the U.S.(3 weeks)

8/98 29 129 9;7 10:1 + 0;6

4Ю9 37 121 10;3 9:1 -1:2

8ノ99 41 117 10:7 8:6 -2:1

8/99 ShOn stay in the∪ .S.(3 weeks)

9/99 42 133 10:3 10:6 -0:2



abody

AE*

The Table clearly shows attrition in Yuta's active vocabulary after long periods in Japan, lollowed by

gains immediately after trips to the States. For example, in the vocabulary tests administered in May and

July 19g8, afler Yuta's second visit to the U.S., his raw scores on the PPVT were 108 and 116, while the

gaps between his actual (chronological age) and the age equivalent ol his test score were -1 ;4 (one year

and 1our months lower) and -0;B (eight months lower). However, the test performed in August 1998-

shortly after his third visit to the U.S.-yielded a raw score of 129 and a gap between Yuta's chronological

age and lhe age equivalent of his score of +0;6 (six months higher). The following year; attrition was

again in evidence. ln the test perlormed in April 1999, Yuta's raw score was 121, and the gap between

his chronological age and age equivalent was -1;2. By August o{ that year, shortly before his fourth visit

to the U.S., Yuta's raw score had dropped to '1 17 and the difference between his chronological age and

age equivalent was -2;1. ln contrast, the test performed in September 1999, shortly alter his fourth visit,

resulted in a raw score o{ 133 and a gap of -0;2.

The fourth significant measurement ol changes in Yuta's English proficiency derived from an "oral

recognition test", a procedure developed by Cohen (1989) to prove that attrition occurs not because

forgotlen knowledge is permanently inaccessible, but because it has become difficult to access. To

examine whether my subject's performance in this study supports the retrieval failure theory, I iollowed

Cohen's procedure and selected ten words (four nouns and six verbs) which Yuta had used in a

story-telling lask right atter his third trip to the U.S. bul which he no longer used by the time he had

returned from his fourth trip. These words are listed in Table 13.

TABLE 13: Examples of Attrited Productive Lexicon*

Verbs (6) Nouns (4)

suppoiled

ran

go through

scored

brought

blew

field

goals

practice

feather

●|■・

* Words listed in order of appearance in story

I then had the subject take an oral recognition test of these words immediately after he completed the

fourthstory-tellingtask. Yutarecognizedeightoutofthelenwords" Of thewordsshowninTablel3,he
did not recognize brought and blew, both verbs.
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DISCUSSION

Absolute Speed of Attrition

Evaluation of Yuta's spontaneous speech samples and analysis of his hesitation phenomena durir
three of the slory-telling tasks indicate that Yuta's language attrition started ten to eleven months after th
family's move to Japan. ln English speech samples taken around that time, yuta was seen to emplc
compensatory strategies, while in spontaneous Japanese speech samples, no such strategies wer
evident' This suggests that these symptoms were due not to a developmental pattern, but to a linguisti
pattem.

compared to previous studies (Kuhberg, 1992; and Kaulman and Aronoff, 1gg1), yuta's attritio
process was slow. Kuhberg's (1992) two Turkish subjects' (ages 9 and 7) loss of German (L2) was nc
substantial in any area for the first live months after they left Germany, but lexical (free morpheme
codeswitching to Turkish was observed in their usage after six months. Kaufman and Aronoff (1ggl
found the first sign of attrition ol their subject's Hebrew (Ll ) seven months afler the subject moved to thr
United States. ln Tomiyama's (',lg98) longitudinal study of L2 English attrition in a subject whose L1 war
Japanese, she reported that the onset of attrition could be characterizecl by the subject,s lexical retrieva
ditficulty starting at around eight months after his return to Japan. lt may be assumed that the reason the
start ol Yuta's attrition was delayed is that he returned to the U.S. for a visit three months after moving lc
Japan.

It may also be assumed that Yuta's short visits in the LJ.S. significantly slowed the progression of his
language loss. ln Kuhberg's (1992) study, one of his subjects had become ashamed of her L2 by the
1Sth month, so Kuhberg terminated his research. The language artrition of the subject in Kaufman and
Aronoff's 1991 study was also faster. ln the 12th month oi the study, due to the onset of disintegration in
the L1 verbal system of the subject, she became increasing unwilling lo express herself in her L1 . In
comparison with these subjects, the subjects in Tomiyama's 1gg8 study had rather slower attrition
processes' Tomiyama wrote that her subjects, "at 16 to 19 months, are still speaking spontaneously and
willingly, with morphology being relatively unaffected despite lexical retrieval difficulty and being less
fluent" (1994, p. 22).

Yuta, on the other hand, even atter 44 to 48 months of relatively less English usage, responded
spontaneously and comfortably in English conversations, despite lexicai retrieval difliculties and
deterioration in fluency. Further, after his second visit to the u.S. (25 months after moving), his language
attrition was reduced, and after his third and fourth visits, it had partially disappeared. These results
suggest that Yura's short stays in the U.s. slowed the pace of his language attrition.

Another factor which has been reported to contribute to language maintenance is literacy
(Olshtain,1989; Cohen,1989; Fleetz-Kurashige,1999; Tomiyama, 199g). white living in America, yuta
gained the English literacy level of an American first-grader, and during the last year of his stay he
attended an advanced reading and writing class with children who were native speakers. This may also
have slowed the attrition process.

The subject's age is also thought to effect the speed of attrition: olshtain (',l986) argues that the L2
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English ol younger subjects (ages 5 - 8 years) deteriorates more severely than that ol older children (ages

1O - 14). Yuta's age when lhe family moved to Japan was 7;3. Although this would technically put him in

Olshtain's more .vulnerable "younger" subject group, it is near the dividing line between her two age

groups, so it may be assumed that the effect of his age on attrition speed was not so clear.

Thus, it may be assumed that the combination of L2 literacy, borderline age, and possibly the length

of L2 exposure both before and after his move to Japan, as well as Yuta's motivation to maintain his

English, contributed to the slow pace of attrition.

Differing Attrition Bates for Different Linguistic Skills

During the observation period of 4 years and 2 months, no substantial attrition was delected in

yuia's listening skills or his productive phonology, apart lrom the three pronunciation problems he already

had belore the move to Japan. Studies by many previous researchers, such as Robinson (1985, cited in

Yukawa, 1997b), Weltens et al. (1989), Yoshitomi (1994) and Yukawa (1997a) have found the same

tendency. Yukawa ('l 997b) suggested that "receptive skills and productive phonology tend to be retained,

or at least, it tends to be more ditficult to detect loss in these areas with the kinds of instruments that

attrition studies to date have employed" (p. 20). ln contrast, there was obvious attrition in Yuta's speaking

skills, which supports findings by Yukawa (1997a), Kuhberg (1992), Yoshitomi (1994) and Tomiyama

('ree8).

Compensatory Strateg ies

Yuta was found to employ compensatory skategies such as pauses, repetitions, self corrections,

paraphrasing, approximation and avoidance. Also, the length of his sentences, and the amount of his

speech in general, decreased: he increasingly employed one-sentence utterances and one-word answers.

Tomiyama's subject, Ken, also used long pauses, repetitions and self-repairs (1994), as well as paraphrases,

approximation and avoidance, partially as the result of his lexical retrieval dilliculty (1998). However, he

also lrequently codeswitched into Japanese, a strategy which was not employed by Yuta. Tomiyama

(1994) reported that her other subject, Eugene, exhibited codeswitching patterns and timing similar to

thoseof Ken. Yukawa(1997a) pointedoutthatthesentencesofherearlybilingual subject(Ll-Japanese,

LO-another, L2-English; age 5;5) became shorter as his language attrition progressed, resulting in one-

word responses or reliance on routine phrases .

Thus, Yuta's strategies to compensate for his language attrition are quite similar to those used by

previous research subjects, with the exception of codeswitching. lnstead of codeswitching, Yuta described

the words he could not remember using vocabulary he had retained. For example, when unable to recall

the word "architect", Yuta said, "starls with 'a'... a person build buildings." One explanation lor this may

be that most o{ Yuta's conversational partners were native English speakers who did not know any

Japanese, ln any case, Yuta seemed to be comfortable employing this compensatory strategy.
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Productive phonology

As mentioned. above, Yuta had three English pronunciation problems at the time the family moved
Japan: 1 ) he pronounced words ending with ,,_er,, as ,,uh,, 

[a /s ] rather than a clear le r l; 2)he tended
make a [dg] souna instead ot the [3 ] sound in "pleasure"; and 3) he had a lisp, so he said [ 0 ] insreeol Is ] when pronouncing ,'seven" 

and ,,soccer,,.

ln considering the first of these problems, we should note that according to some studies in errtanalysis' there is some evidence that some Japanese students have difficulty understanding the differenc
between Iar] andthe[e] andIe]sounds,ormaydropthe 

[ar]sound(Koike,1993). someJapanes
students therefore confuse',had,' with,,hard,, and,,fa,, with,,far,,.

Likewise' research has shown that Japanese listeners find it difficult to tell the difference betweethe I r ] and [d3 ] sounds (Koike,1993). ln fact, when their abilily to differentiate between these tw(
sounds was tested, Japanese subjects averaged 30% incorrect answers (p. 103). Although both [ 5and I d3] are often used in Japanese, in contemporary usage the subfle difference between these tw(
sounds has been lost' ln words in which these sounds formerly were dissimilar, such as ka11 [fire], whict
used to be pronounced with the [ 3 ] sound, and jlshin [earthquake], which was pronounced with the
[dg] sound, they now sound the same.

Lisps' however' are a problem that sometimes occurs in small children due to immature jaw and
dental development. Typical mispronunciationsproducedbyalispareuseo, t€l and IS] inplaceof
I s i and Iz ]' Usually these mispronunciations are conected naturally over time. ln examining yuta,s
lisp' it was found that he used [ 0 ] and I s ] sounds correctly in the last pronunciation test, which wasperformed in March 2000' This means thal Yuta's lisp had disappeared. Moreover, it should be notedthat although the [ 0 ] sound does not exist in Japanese, yuta used this sound instead of an I s ] sound in
both Japanese and English contexls until March 2000. This also suggests that this problem was due to adevelopmental problem rather than a linguistic one..

ln contrast to his pronunciation problem with I s ] and [ 6 ], which was developmental in nature,
Yutats difficulties with pronouncing both the Ig ] and Idg]sounds and Iar] and [a/e]sounds can beattributed to language transfer, as they are both characteristic problems for Japanese speakers.

wth reference to productive phonotogy, the most salient finding of this study is the fact that yuta
acquired two corect pronunciations-[er ] and [ 3 J-during his third visit to the U.s. AccordinE to theresults of the pronunciation test which was performed after he had been Iiving in Japan for 29 months andjust after he had returned from his third short visit to the U.s., yuta retained only the lisp; the other twopronunciation problems had disappeared. This finding suggests that yuta acquired the two correctpronunciations in a natural setting in the U.s. rather than retrieving lhem, since he had these twoproblems before he moved-to Japan. lt mighl also be inferred that his improved pronunciation resulledfrom age or physical development. This suggesls that yuta not only retrieved some of his previous

English proficiency but arso acquired new skifls during the period under observation.
within six months ol his acquisition of these two correct pronunciations, however, yuta had lost themagain' Then in the following four months, Yuta once again began to use the correct I a r ] sound. This
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process ol acquisition, loss and retrieval suggests that the sounds he acquired during a virit to the U.S.

hadn't been retained as well as sounds which he had acquired and retained in the U.S. before he moved

lo Japan.

Syntax

Answering negative q uestions

A previous study suggested that Yula had acquired the rules for answering negative questions

between September 1996 and January 1997, sirortly after his first trip to the U.S. (Hirai,1999). ln the

currenl study, Yuta answered negative tag questions incorrectly in his spontaneous speech in June 1997

*15 months after his move from the U.S. Nolably, Yuta did not retain the fluency he had acquired while

in Japan. Over the five segments ol the observation period in this study, his varying ability to handle

negative questions in English correctly parallels the seesaw pattern of phonological acquisition and loss

he displayed with the I er ] and [ 3 ] sounds.

Yuta corrected his own answers to negative questions several times in the recorded data. Such self

corrections are represented by the figures in parentheses in Table 6. Although the percentage ol

uncorrected errors is not high, it could be inferred that Yuta had started to lose the English negative

answering system that he had once acquired. Because the {orm of an English negative tag question is

similar lo a statement (e.9., "You can't dive, can you?"), Japanese-English bilingual children tend to react

1o the statement rather than lo the tag question when they answer.

Compared with Yuta, the English monolingual subjects answered negative questions and negative

tag questions correctly 100"k of the time at this age. Moreover, Yuta's responses in Japanese 1o both

negative and negative tag questions were correct 100% of the time. These results were interpreted as

evidence supporting language transfer from Japanese to English.

Sentence subject omission

ln the current study, Yuta incorrectly omitted the subject it's or /t in all iive segments ol the observation

period. This could be interpreted as a stralegy to keep the length of answers to a minimum. However, a

study on a Spanish-English bilingual child found evidence of language transfer in terms of sentence

subject omission. ln Solis'(1980) srudy, the bilingual (L'1-Spanish, L2-English) subject, a girl (3;8),

included sentence subjects in her negative construclions in English 90% of the time and in Spanish 60%

ol the time. Although the occurrence of subject omission in Spanish is not limited to negation, Solis

argued that "these results hinted the inclusion ol subjects in the negative English, as well as negative

Spanish constructions, could be a resutt of English influence on Spanish." Since analysis o{ non-negative

conslructions corroborated this hypothesis, the results were interpreted as suggesting an English-to-

Spanish influence (Solis,1986, p. 63).

Since Japanese and Spanish have optional subject omission, i feel that Solis' argument could be

applied to Yuta's case. Although the percentages o, Yuta's subjecl omission were small, some of his

sentences were completely ungrammatlcal: for example, ilt wasJ "Monday yesterday." Moreover, it
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was found thal Yuta omitted /t's and /l four times more often than the English monolingual subjects
Therefore, I would suggest that these findings could be caused by Japanese influence on English
than being merely the resurt of a desire to produce one-word answers.

Useofdo +NP

During the observation period, Yuta's utterances showed little variety in sentence structure due to h
strategy ol "simplification". He started to employ the do + NP structure in his spontaneous speech
ten rnOnthS aWay frOrn the U・ S・ , prOduCing eXpreSSions like ':Letis dο this ganlel' and :'i dたノfishing"

instead ol using the verbs play and wenL Expressions with do were also used by English monol
subjects in this study. However, yuta used do in ways which are not used by English
subjects. For example, he said, "He did a team caplain,, (instead ol was or became) and ,,He

suppoded shoes" (instead ol had).

Yuta produced this kind of do + NP construition on an average oI S.3k ol the time during the five
segmenls of the observation period. By comparison, the English monolingual subjects produced do
NP constructions 1.9% of the time. ln Tomiyama's (1998) study, Ken started to use this same do + Np
pattern during his attrition process. Tomiyama suggested that "some of this may be an L1 transfer,,
(1e98, p. 8).

Therefore, these results can be interpreted as showing that some of the behavior exhibited by yula
might have been caused by Japanese inlluence on English rather than mere ,'simplification',. ln fact, the
lindings regarding negative questions, sentence subject omission and the do + Np construction all
suggest that in the speech samples taken during Yuta's attrifion period, there was Japanese influence on
English-in other words' L1 transfer. Therefore, it can be said that the results ol this study support the
theory ol cross-linguistic eff ects.

Retrieval periods

Fourtypes of data highlighted the changes in Yuta's English language proficiency during the observation
period. First, in all three areas of syntax which were examined, lhe number of mistakes yuta made in
the second and fourth segments of ihe observation period was lower lhan in the first, third and fiflh
segments' These results clearly indicate that the first, third and fifth segments can be seen as attrition
periods, and the second and fourth segments as retrieval periods, as I predicted. The results also show
that the number of errors in Yuta's language utterances declined after his second and fourth trips to the
U'S' This clearly suggests that Yuta regained or relearned English to some degree through his trips to
the U.S., which can-be seen as "retrieval cues',.

The second type of-data came from lhe story-retelling tasks. Table 10 shows that the retelling
tasks performed immedialely after visits to the U.S. were much befier than those carried oul belore the
trips' ln addition, Table 11 shows that the total length of pauses and number of repetitions yuta made in
the story-telling task performed in september 1999 were just over half those made in March 1ggg. The
number of self repairs, however, was higher in the session immediately after the trip, probably because
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the subject was trying to make hls statements more accurate. His self corrections can be interpreted as a

search for.a cerlain target ilem, starting with an inappropriate form, but eventually arriving at the correct

form (e.g., ',comed" - "came"). These resulls can be interpreted as supporting the retrieval failure theory.

yuta,s scores on the PPVT (the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test) also suggest the role of trips to

the U.S. in cueing language retrieval. As outlined in the results section, Yuta's raw score and the gap

between chronological age and age equivalent were signiiicantly higher after his two visits lo the U.S.

However, because the PPVT was not administered during the pre-attrition stage, it is difiicult to delermine

whether the high scores on the tests taken after Yuta's third and fourth visits to the U.S. show the degree

to which his language was retrieved or the level of his language acquisition. 11 may also be suggested

thathisincreasedageplayedaroleinhisEnglishretrieval. However,Yuta'srawscoreof l33onthefinal

tesl in this study pertormed in September'1999, compared to his score of '104 on the lirst test in January

199g, clearly suggests that Yuta did not merely regain his language ability, bul rather, improved in

proficiency in the receptive lexical area to some degree.

Among psychologists, there is general agreement that information once learned is not lost. h

becomes inaccessible with disuse, but is retrievable with the right cues. Through relearning and the

reintroduction of previously known material, old knowledge will become reactivated to a level that makes it

retrievable (Hansen, 2001). Theretore, it is safe to assume that the first three types of data produced in

this study indicate that Yuta relearned his English proficiency after his trips to the U.S.

The Jourlh measure of change in Yuta's language was the oral recognition test. Out of the ten

words he had previously produced, Yuta recognized eight, or 80%. Both of the words he missed were

verbs. lnCohen's(1989) study,hisyoungersubject(9yearsold) identifiedall butoneof 17(94%) words

he had previously produced, and the older one ('13 years old) identified 11 out ol 14 words (78.6%).

Cohen concluded that the results for his younger subject would support the interpretation that the desired

words were inaccessible lor productive use at that time, rather than lost from memory. The results of the

older subject, however, suggested some decay or interferential unlearning ol these words. As for the

subject in my study, it is difficult lo determine which case he parallels.

However, it is interesting lo note that in Cohen's study, the words missed by both subjects were all

verbs, as were the two words missed by my subject. In other words, all nouns were recognized by all

three subjects. There is general agreement that there are different levels of memory. A high level of

activation is needed for recall (production), but a low level is sufficient lor recognition. The results of my

study support the idea that in the lexical area, especially nouns, words are not losl from memory, but

rather, the level of activation has merely become low. Thus, the data gathered from Yuta using Cohen's

procedure lor creating an oral recognition test partially supports the retrieval lailure theory.

When all fourtypes of data gathered on the changes in Yuta's language competence are considered,

competence restructuring, i.e., intra-linguistic forces, was recognized in the area of syntax, and perlormance

failure was recognized in the lexical area, especially nouns. lt is signilicant to menlion thal in my study, it

can be said that both competence restructuring and perJormance lailure were recognized in specific

areas.
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Other findings

Perhaps the mosl important question to ask is whether Yuta is losing his English proficiency now th
he is living in Japan, or is losing his English proficiency on the one hand, but is also acquiring English to
partial degree on the other. Based on the resulls of this study, I argue that although yuta is losing h

English proficiency, he is also acquiring new English skills. Also, the fact that he is growing older an

gaining more intellectual linguistic sophistication might be playing a role. This question will be considere
in further research.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study suggest the following live conclusions. First, in measu.ring the absolut
speed of attrition, it was determined that altrition was evident ten to eleven months after the move t,

Japan. Moreover, even after 44 to 48 months of decreasing English usage, yuta responded spontaneousl
and comfortably in English conversations, despite lexical retrieval difficulties and a deterioration in fluencl
Thus, in contrast to the subjects in other studies, Yuta's attrition was slow. perhaps the combination of Lj

literacy, a somewhat higher age than previous subjects, and possibly the length ol L2 exposure bo1
before and after moving to Japan and his motivation to maintain his English, as well as his four visits tr
the U.S., contributed to slowing the pace of attrition.

Second, language attrition was recognized neither in listening skills nor productive phonology, bu
only in speaking skills. Significant change was especially evident in the following three syntactical areas
answering negative questions, omission ol sentence subjects and use of the do + Np construction.

Third, these syntactical changes were due in part to simplification and in part to Japanese influence
on English, that is, Ll transfer as a coping mechanism in response to L2 language attrition. Thus, the

results of this study support the theory of cross-linguistic effects.

Fourth, three types oJ data gathered after Yuta's second trip to the U.S. suggest that yuta regained
or relearned his English proficiency after his trips.

Evaluation of hesitation phenomena during a story-telling task and the results of an oral recognition
test administered after the subject's fourth trip to the U.S. partially support the retrieval failure theory. The
oral recognition test results, in particular, can be interpreted as supporting the retrieval failure theory as it
relates lo the lexical area for nouns. ln addition, Yuta's short visits to the U.S. can be seen as etfective
"retrieval cues".

However, transfer from the subjecl's Ll , Japanese, was seen to effect his English production.

Hetrieval lailure, or performance failure, occurs when the attriter's prevlous language ability, which seems
to have been lost, is not restructured nor decayed, but rather is unable to be retrieved. Conversely,
competence change occur-s when the linguistic knowledge itself is restructured. In yuta's case, both
competence restructuring and performance failure were recognized in certain cases.

A surprising fifth finding became obvious from the PPW and productive phonology data. The results
suggested Yuta not only retrieved his former English proficiency, but also acquired new English skills
even atter his language attrition had started. They also suggested that a sub.iect,s increased age plays a
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role in acquiring vocabulary and pronunciation or correcting grammatical errors using metalinguistic

knowledge. yuta's newly acquired proliciency in productive phonology, however, proved difficult to retain.

This contrasts with the insignificant loss of the productive phonology he acquired before moving to Japan.

This phenomena will be considered in continuing research in phonology, syntax and other areas.

This is only one case study, nonetheless, it is a longitudinal case study which assessed language

attrition in a relatively accurate manner by collecting various types of data to examine an individual's

linguislic behavior. This type of study can be a viable tool for further attrition research, adding to our

knowledge of language attrition and language transfer'
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